d av i d l a m b e r t

‘ a b e a u t i f u l b a l a n c e ’ ? e d wa r d k e m p
a n d g r o s v e n o r pa r k , c h e s t e r
Edward Kemp was still superintendent at Birkenhead Park, a post he had held since
1844, when he secured the commission to design a new public park for Chester in 1864.
In those twenty years he had established himself as the successor to Humphry Repton,
John Claudius Loudon and his mentor Joseph Paxton through the publication of three
books, articles in the gardeners’ chronicle and numerous private commissions. In 1864,
much was happening in Chester, including the recent completion of the new town hall
and market, and Grosvenor Park was one of a number of civic improvements under the
patronage of the 2nd Marquis of Westminster. Kemp worked with the architect John
Douglas who designed the lodge, the walls and shelter. The work was completed in
1867 and marked by a grand opening in November of that year, which included a civic
procession and a déjeuner in the park. This paper will provide a report on recent research
and the light it sheds on Kemp’s practice as a landscape designer.
in describing his approach to landscape design in How to Lay Out a Small Garden (1864),
edward kemp wrote that there should be ‘a beautiful balance maintained, however
subtle and disguised it may be, in the proportions of every garden, whatever be its style’.1
this paper discusses how kemp’s aesthetic classicism came up against a different set of
demands when designing a public park. in 1864, when the commission for grosvenor
park came his way, he had been superintendent of birkenhead park for twenty years, and
a garden designer for not much less, but this was his first attempt at designing a public
park. moreover, the practice and principles built up in a successful career supervising an
enormous public park such as birkenhead, on the one hand, and designing a multitude
of private gardens, on the other, did not entirely serve the purposes of this very different
kind of space. the demands of the patron required significant compromise on the layout
and decisions by the council over the by-laws led to the park being a hotly contested
space over which arguments continued for many years.
by 1840, chester’s economy was in decline, but the arrival of the railway and the
transport connections it provided heralded a major revival that lasted for most of the
second half of the nineteenth century. this economic revival was reflected in, and partly
supported by, investment in the city’s civic infrastructure. inspired by the opportunities
the railway offered, the corporation put through a series of chester improvement acts
in the 1840s, which saw the construction of a range of civic buildings including a new
station (1848), the new overleigh cemetery across the river (1848–50), a new market
hall (1863, demolished in 1967) and the new town hall (1865–69).
the city was fortunate to have the patronage of the wealthy and influential richard
grosvenor, 2nd marquess of westminster (1795–1869), of eaton hall, and later his son,
william grosvenor, 3rd marquess, who became the 1st duke of westminster (1825–99).
Parks Agency, Walcourt House, 12 Nelson Street, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 2HN, UK
Email: davidlambert@parksagency.co.uk
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figure 1. ‘the groves, river dee, chester’, shown in an early twentieth-century postcard.
courtesy: parks agency collection

the 2nd marquess was member of parliament for chester between 1818 and 1830, later
for south cheshire, and lord lieutenant from 1845 to 1867. the westminster estate was
a major landowner in the city and was closely involved in the redevelopment of the city’s
commercial centre. but despite all this investment in the civic realm, the corporation had
not taken advantage of the improvement acts to follow the example of other cities in
the north west and provide a public park. the city’s population had increased between
1831 and 1871 from 25,079 to 39,757, and during this time chester’s public open space
provision remained limited to the racecourse or roodee, and the riverside promenade in
the groves by the river dee (figure 1; see also figure 3).
by the 1850s, the area south-east of the city walls, on the high ground above the
river, was beginning to interest developers. a number of buildings had been erected along
the riverbank, and the Queen’s park suspension bridge had been built in 1852 to open
up the developing Queens park suburb on the south side of the river. it was an attractive
area that had already featured in a number of picturesque views of chester. John wood’s
plan of chester shows it in 1833 with one or two houses already constructed and parts of
the rest being used as detached town gardens, no doubt on short-term leases (figure 2).
at an auction in 1850, ten lots of valuable residences and lands on the future site of the
park were parcelled up for development and purchased. John mcgahey’s celebrated view
of chester from a balloon shows the western half of the site in 1855 (figure 3).
at some point before 1864, the marquess of westminster decided to assemble the
land required to make a new park to donate to the city. between february 1864 and early
1865, the estate paid £13,264 for seven parcels of land, totalling just over six hectares,
much of it bought from those speculators who had acquired them only in 1850.2 the
purchase included houses, which were demolished in order to open up the views to both
the river and the church. the marquess’s motive is unclear. it was not the common-enough
purpose of seeking to raise land values for directly adjoining residential development, so
it was more likely to do with generally improving the attractiveness of the city in which
he had extensive interests. at the opening of the park, the marquess’s son expressed the
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figure 2. Plan of the City of Chester, made by John Wood, 1833, detail showing the future
grosvenor park area (retrieved from: https://www.chesterwalls.info/gallery/oldmaps/woodsmap.
html)

figure 3. John mcgahey, aerial view of chester from the east (1855). colour lithograph. the
groves and Queen’s park suspension bridge are at bottom left; the racecourse is the oval area at
centre top (retrieved from: https://www.chesterwalls.info/gallery/oldmaps/mcgahey.html)

pious hope that the park ‘being within the very heart of the city and close to the doors of
the very poorest of the population, […] will afford to them the opportunity of enjoying
fresh air and sunshine’, although subsequent decisions on the use of the park undermined
the effectiveness of this charitable intention and possibly also indicated its limitations.3
it is also not clear how kemp came to be approached for the job. by 1864, he
had been superintendent at birkenhead for twenty years, although from 1849 this had
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figure 4. edward kemp, scaled designs for the villas redcliff and limegrove in Queen’s park,
chester; from edward kemp, How to Lay Out a Garden, 3rd edn (london: bradbury & evans,
1864), fig. 152

been an honorary post of ‘consulting superintendent’ without a salary, and he had
established himself as a consultant garden designer and writer. he had written articles in
the Gardeners’ Chronicle about James bateman’s pioneering garden at biddulph grange,
staffordshire, had published three books, one of which, How to Lay Out a Garden, was
published in its third edition that year, and had also completed many private commissions,
including designs for the grounds of two adjoining villas, redcliff and limegrove, for the
chester industrialists thomas and robert frost, in the Queen’s park development on the
other side of the dee from grosvenor park in 1853 (figure 4). barbara moth suggests
that the introductions may have been provided by the prominent nurserymen francis
and arthur dickson & sons, based at newton and upton near chester, whom kemp
may have known through his work on the planting of birkenhead park. francis dickson
(1793–1866) had been a friend of John claudius loudon who often consulted him when
writing his many books and he was a corresponding member of the royal horticultural
society. in addition, he was an alderman of the city and later sheriff; the firm advertised
itself as ‘seedsmen to the Queen’ and the marquess later chose it as sole supplier to the
new park.4
kemp’s first visit to the site was in January 1864, before any land had been purchased.
Quite on what terms this was is uncertain, but it is possible he may have been asked
his views on the suitability of the site. he would also have known it from his work in
Queen’s park ten years previously. if he were asked his opinion, it may have been along
the lines of what he wrote in the third edition of How to Lay Out a Garden:
it is far from being desirable that only the features of nature should be seen from a
place. the better parts of detached neighbouring houses, good public buildings, places of
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worship, &c., will, if nicely brought into view, give an air and sociality to a district […]
glimpses of a navigable river, in the immediate vicinity of a large town, may, from the
variety and motion of the craft employed upon it, give animation and beauty to a scene.5

kemp’s comments in The Parks, Gardens etc. of London and its Suburbs (1851) reflect his
keen eye for the picturesque potential of urban settings. of st James’s park, he remarked:
the principal circumstance worthy of notice in this park is the glimpses or views which
are obtained, in walking about it, of so many noble or striking architectural objects,
to which the old elm trees form such varied and excellent foregrounds, supports, or
frames. in no other place that we have seen, are so many striking combinations of this
kind produced. […] even inferior houses, […] or such as have no great architectural
pretensions, acquire a character, and make pleasing parts of a picture, when they appear
half shrouded with venerable trees.6

the site at chester had the advantage of the adjoining st John’s church tower and its
priory ruins to provide a focal point in long views. (unfortunately, the tower collapsed in
1881: although rebuilt, it was ‘a mere stump’ and no longer served as the great vertical
accent in kemp’s design.)
not only was this valuable development land but also it had significant advantages
in landscape terms. apart from its proximity to those picturesque ruins, it commanded
views of the dee and the wider landscape beyond, described by The Chester Observer at
the opening as ‘a magnificent view of the castellated ruins of beeston castle, the ridley
and peckforton hills, and the charming landscape of the meadows throughout which
the dee winds its course for a long distance’.7 in The Parks, Gardens etc. of London and
its Suburbs, kemp had had the temerity to criticize the classic view of the thames from
richmond hill, saying:
the prospect from richmond hill, or that part of it where the terrace walk has been
formed, opposite the roebuck inn, has never appeared satisfactory to us. […] to render
the view of such a river good, a considerable length of it should be seen, or several of its
windings.8

at chester, the view from the proposed park would capture just such a considerable
length of river prospect.
within days, kemp seems to have been verbally commissioned at least to prepare
a plan for the park for the sum of ten guineas. this he had done by april, when he
was asked to quote for supervising the laying out, proposing a charge of three guineas
a day for drawings and site visits, along with the services of a clerk of works at thirty
shillings a week, for which post he recommended robert reid, with whom he had
worked at birkenhead. his fee was grumbled over by lord weston, acting as agent for
the marquess, who remarked that ‘a mr barron’ had laid out the grounds at elvaston
castle for only two guineas a day.9 reid was subsequently appointed as the park’s first
keeper in october 1867.
the estate appointed the chester-based architect John douglas to build the lodge
(figure 5), boundary walls and gate piers, retaining walls, the pumphouse known as
billy hobby’s well and a shelter, which, as described below, was eventually omitted.
a local building contractor was used along with a local foundry for the railings and
gates, except for the more ornate entrance gates and the railings to st John’s churchyard,
which were made by the birmingham-based John hardman & co. douglas (1830–1911)
was a relatively young man at the time and the commission for the new park was an
important milestone for him. this was the beginning of a prestigious relationship with
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figure 5. the entrance lodge to grosvenor park, designed by John douglas and built 1864–66.
it was recently refurbished as part of the heritage lottery fund restoration project.
photo: parks agency, 2014

the grosvenor estate and over a long career he became a leading figure in the city’s
victorian renaissance. his oeuvre included a wonderful design for a triumphal arch for
the 3rd marquess in honour of the prince of wales’s visit in 1869, which came to nothing;
grosvenor park road (1872), built on his own land; the grosvenor club (1881); the
public baths opposite the park lodge in union street (1898); and the famous eastgate
clock (1899), as well as many commercial buildings in the black-and-white vernacular
revival style.
work began in 1864 with the levelling and removal of buildings, including the
closure of the lane across the site and the demolition of the substantial dee bank house,
which blocked the view of st John’s church. unfortunately for kemp’s design, the park
had to accommodate a grandiose statue of the marquess, and kemp rather nervously
tried to argue with lord weston about its siting, but to no avail. the statue was an
initiative of the mayor who had first proposed a public subscription and a site in the
town centre in 1865. there had been little public support until the opening of the park,
after which donations accrued and thomas thornycroft was commissioned to carve the
giant figure, said to have been the largest marble statue in the country at the time; it was
unveiled in 1869 (figure 6).10
kemp’s design (figure 7) had included a wonderful piece of landscape theatre: the
formal walk from the entrance towards a large octagonal shelter which would be entered
from the rear and from which the great burst of prospect over the river would burst open.
but the location for the statue made it impossible to build the belvedere or shelter in the
location planned. it was a question of priorities and lord weston was adamant: ‘the
proposed circular building in the edge of the bank is to remain as a uncovered seat, so as
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figure 6. thomas thornycroft,
statue of the 2nd marquess
of westminster, erected 1868,
commemorating the marquess
as ‘the generous landlord,
the friend of the distressed,
the helper of all good works,
the benefactor of this city’.
photo: parks agency, 2008

figure 7. edward kemp, scaled design for chester park (undated). courtesy: cheshire archives
and local studies, Zdpa/1
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figure 8. ‘the grosvenor
park, chester’.
engraving; from
The Cheshire Observer
(9 november 1867)

not to interfere with the view of the statue’.11 unfortunately, the location blocked both
of kemp’s two key axes as the long axis would also be interrupted short of its terminal
point to the east of the statue.
the plan, impressive though it is, appears to be a draft, a working version rather than
a final version – it is not signed or dated, the planting list is not complete and there are
pencilled annotations such as outlines of paths. it also shows kemp’s planned belvedere
or shelter, and pencils in the location of the statue. the blank on union street running
along the north boundary represents seven plots which the estate did not acquire.
there is also a group of trees crossed out on the site of the lake, and moth has
suggested that an item in kemp’s invoice of 22 June 1866 for ‘making altered plan of part
of the park £3 3s’ may refer to the inclusion of the lake in the drawing.12 the grosvenor
park account book refers to payments being made to timothy connor, ‘on account of
excavating the lake’, in July and august 1866.13 it is interesting – given how central
water is at birkenhead – that kemp did not originally envisage a lake for the park, but the
site here was far smaller, and, in addition, was elevated above the river. kemp may well
have thought that a lake could only appear to disadvantage in contrast with the river and
may even have risked appearing unnatural in its elevated situation. that said, it seems to
have been designed as part of his commission, and he clearly took care to locate and plant
it to avoid that contrast (figure 8).
douglas’s building works were implemented in a two-year programme, with planting
taking place once they had ended, from autumn 1866 into early 1867. all plants were
provided by dickson & sons. kemp’s last visit was in november 1866 and the park
was given its grand opening in november 1867. kemp’s plan, dickson’s plant schedule
and invoice, and newspaper accounts give an unusually good level of information about
the planting, which was a careful balance of evergreens to provide structure and exotic
interest, deciduous natives and exotics, and flowering shrubs for scent and colour. moth
has categorized the components of the grosvenor park design as follows:
•
•
•

boundary tree belts and shrubberies – defining the space, screening boundaries
and providing shelter;
amoebic island shrub beds often with outliers comprising specimen shrubs or
small trees to enliven the space, provide foreground interest and to contain a
variety of species;
informal tree groups of single species or mixed groups of complementary species
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to direct attention and act as a focus;
individual specimen trees and shrubs for emphasis and display; and
planting along the (straight) walks, shrubs or small conifers to be maintained to
a regular form, complementing the formal nature of the promenade.

these are all subjects covered in How to Lay Out a Garden and there are clear similarities
between the practice for private gardens set out there and what kemp designed at
grosvenor park.
therefore, for example, when planting a deep belt along the northern boundary to
screen the plots omitted from the land purchase for the park, over the development of
which the estate would have no control, kemp followed his own advice:
although it is necessary, to secure any degree of order and beauty for a few years, that
the shape of irregular masses should be set out in a series of bold, and well-connected,
and flowing curves, the actual outline of the plants, when they have reached some eight
or ten years’ growth, must never be supposed or arranged to take any such figure. on the
contrary, each plant, (in the front at least) like the heads of old trees in a forest, should
jut forward or retire with a curve of its own, forming an infinitely more numerous and
varied series of little curves; these again uniting in their general outlines, to fill up and
vary the series of larger sweeps at first marked on the ground.14

the plan also shows a number of irregular, amoeba-shaped beds, many with outlying
trees or shrubs. this pattern was in line with his advice in How to Lay Out a Garden
that:
single specimens on a lawn ought to be disposed with the greatest nicety and care. for
the most part they should be attached to […] groups by being put at some salient points,
to carry out and soften off the swells in them. […] by thus adding, in effect, to the bolder
points, a much greater play of line will be produced.15

the use of single specimen trees or shrubs, whether evergreen or deciduous, was
quite restrained in kemp’s design, one of the most noticeable contrasts with the present
appearance of the park, which has seen ill-judged tree planting in many of the designed
spaces. in kemp’s design they are all associated with shrub beds or are planted close to
the paths. the design left the central area largely open and void of tree planting. this was
no doubt an aesthetic decision on kemp’s part. in his book he wrote that a
striking interruption to that beautiful continuity […] occurs when unnecessary divisions
are introduced into a place […] all kinds of separating lines, though varied and broken in
the most artful manner, must be condemned, as a rule, unless where the place is tolerably
large. […] a garden will always look meagre without a good open lawn. one broad
glade of grass should […] stretch […] with as little interruption from walks as possible.16

later debates focused on the extent to which the open grassland was intended
for recreational purposes. it seems likely that there was originally an intention to
do so, a report by reid referring to plans to rotate recreational access to the grass
between three different areas of between one and two acres, and enclosing them with
temporary hurdles, but this was not implemented.17 perhaps kemp was not displeased
at the absence of fencing, even if it had been his own idea given his experience of its
importance in regulating access for recreational purposes at birkenhead park. in any
case, it was omitted, and this omission became a persistent source of contention as the
years went by.
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in terms of his choice of plants for urban situations, kemp advised that:
consistently with a good supply of flowering plants […] a town garden cannot well have
too many evergreens, for they produce liveliness and verdure at a season of the year,
when, in towns, the most leaden dullness often reigns in the atmosphere.18

he recommended the following:
variegated evergreens, laurustinus, arbutus, erica carnea, shrubs that bear red berries,
and other flowering or gay-looking evergreens […] the various kinds of holly, the double
blossomed furze, several kinds of broom, garrya elliptica, rhododendrons, andromeda
floribunda, berberis aquifolium, cotoneaster microphylla, numerous heaths, kalmias,
rock and sun roses, gum cistus, the varieties of alaternus, Junipers, cypresses, arborvitae, lavender, sweet bay, portugal laurel, common laurel, daphnes, etc.

most of these are to be found in the order placed with dickson & sons for grosvenor park.
the dominant structural feature of the park is the pair of axial paths. the kemp
plan does not specify the planting of the two paths, but the report by The Chester
Observer corresponded with dickson’s plant list when it noted that the entrance avenue
was ‘planted with handsome specimens of cupressus lawsoniana, thujopsis borealis,
and Juniperus chinensis, in alternate pairs. the plants named are of upright or conical
habit’ and were to be kept clipped.19 the long avenue was:
planted with pyramidal specimens of hodgins’s broad-leaved holly (one of the handsomest
and hardiest of the hollies), the rich dark green of which will form a fine contrast to and
will throw out the statue in bold relief, whilst they can be pruned and kept in any desired
form, so that from this point also the view may remain perfectly uninterrupted.20

the long avenue as originally planted would have been permeable to long views out over
the flood plain. the young evergreens were especially at risk at christmas that first year,
so a nightwatchman was hired for the nights of 24 and 31 december to ‘prevent the
evergreens being stolen’.21
the trees in the entrance avenue largely failed and were replaced the following year
with more of the hodgins holly. moth observed that it was only after the decision to place
the statue at the intersection that the planting began to be referred to as an ‘avenue’.22
kemp never envisaged it as such: the plants in the long walks are always referred to as
shrubs in this period, and, despite their current appearance (figure 9), they were clearly
not intended to grow to full size but to be kept formally pruned at a low level. in the long
avenue, kemp’s original plan introduced some variety with two formal circular pools,
which were eventually (after the lake was added to the design) built as quatrefoil planting
beds. it is unclear why the hollies were inter-planted later in the nineteenth century with
the present limes, although it has been suggested that it may have been in the 1880s when
the planting of lime avenues from grosvenor bridge into the city took place.
note that soon after it opened, the park was criticized for its lack of flowerbeds: the
editorial in The Chester Chronicle for 12 september 1868 asked:
where are the flowers which ought to adorn this magnificent piece of property? they
appear to have been totally forgotten. at present the park is clothed with grass and
shrubs, beautiful enough in themselves, but of the most sombre hue, nothing to relieve
the universal green being visible except here and there for a few weeks when the
rhododendrons are in bloom. why not have a few beds, say of ordinary geraniums,
lobelias, and calceolarias to attract the eye? they would cost little, and, with the present
rigid keeping of the ground, we need have no fear that they would be plundered.
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figure 9. the hodgins hollies, now grown to seven to eight meters in height, in grosvenor park.
the inter-planting with lime was a later addition. photo: parks agency, 2008

this was probably a little harsh given the care kemp had taken in selecting flowering
shrubs, but he had certainly expressed reservations about flowerbeds in How to Lay Out
a Garden where he had written:
another mode in which the effect of a garden may be marred by too much being aimed
at, is in the formation of numerous flower-beds, or groups of mixed shrubs and flowers
on the lawn. this is a very common great failing and one which greatly disfigures a place.
[…] they interfere sadly with all ideas of breadth, harmony and repose.23

the demand for more colour may be the reason why by 1872 small formal beds had
been introduced in the entrance avenue, interspersed with the clipped hollies (figure 10).
the arrangement may have been agreed by him, as the pattern is similar to one shown in
How to Lay Out a Garden, or it may have been done by reid on the instruction of his
employers.
more seriously, the park when it opened contained no provision for children or
for games or sport, indeed for any form of recreation other than promenading. kemp’s
plan had included an area set aside for a gymnasium or children’s playground, in the
north-east of the park, as specifically required by the marquess and it is not clear how its
furnishing with equipment came to be omitted. press coverage seems to imply it was a
matter of cost, but it may be that despite the pious hopes expressed at the opening, it was
felt – like the recreational use of the grass – to be undesirable on social grounds. there
may even have been a cynical recognition that if it were to be absent from the opening,
campaigners would find it increasingly difficult to introduce it subsequently.
chester corporation in this period is characterized in the Victoria County History
as unsystematic in its approach to public health policy and reluctant to get involved.
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figure 10. town map of chester: detail showing grosvenor park; from ordnance survey,
chester XXXviii.11, 10 inches to 1 mile (1872). courtesy: cheshire archives and local studies

it was parsimonious and cautious, ‘unwilling to commit itself to major new initiatives
except when compelled by central government’.24 chester had lagged behind other northwestern cities economically and had not developed a significant manufacturing base.
on the contrary, it had retained its role as a base for local landed gentry during the
winter season, with a social season including the may races and the assizes. chester
did have significant poverty and slum areas in central parishes such as st John’s, but
the pressures that led other cities and towns in the region to develop urban parks were
less acute in chester and, by 1864, the powers for a corporation to buy land for public
recreation (introduced in the local improvement act 1845) had lain unused for nearly
twenty years.25 the park might not have developed at all except for the grosvenor family
donating the site, paying for its construction and providing an endowment for its upkeep.
the implication is that despite the pious sentiments expressed at the opening, the park
was developed more as part of an aesthetic programme of urban improvement than as a
social one to improve public health amongst the poor.
the need in principle to provide for a range of uses and users was well established
by this time: the Joshua major plans for philips park and Queens park manchester,
for example, included from the start spaces for shuttlecock, skipping, quoits, swings
and even archery. at birkenhead, although there was no formal provision, cricket was
permitted on the open lawns and children were allowed to play on the grass. other parks
had gymnasia, tennis lawns, bowling greens and boating lakes. note that the absence of
recreational provision at grosvenor park was similar to the people’s park in halifax, laid
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out by kemp’s mentor paxton, where the benefactor, the mill-owner francis crossley,
expressly excluded provision for any games.
the response to the new park was initially one of fulsome gratitude to the marquess
and admiration for the new park, but within months questions about the park’s exact
nature and purpose began to be voiced. from its opening, public access was restricted
entirely to the gravel paths, which in kemp’s elegant layout largely circumscribed the
level open space above the scarp which dropped down to the river. in february 1868,
the council debated new draft by-laws which explicitly excluded a whole range of
recreational activities, including, most controversially, walking on the grass. the debate
centred on whether the ‘keep off the grass law’ was desirable and this in turn focused on
what exactly the new park was, and who it was for.
the prohibition was defended by the proposer of the new laws, alderman major
french, on the basis that:
there is no portion of a pleasure ground that can be more defaced than the grass if
everyone is allowed to walk upon it. You will see placards in gentlemen’s parks ‘keep off
the grass’ and indiscriminate walking […] would greatly disfigure it.26

however, councillors ayrton, powell and tasker argued that they ‘could not see how the
park was called a people’s park when the people were excluded from going on the grass’.
councillor butt supported mr ayrton adding that ‘if the people were shut out from any
portion of the park, the park would not be a people’s park, but a penal park’. alderman
humberston spoke of the number of people harmlessly enjoying themselves on the grass
in st James’s park in london and argued that too many restrictions would keep people
from the park, ‘and none of [us] would like to see that’.27
major french countered that the london parks were:
more like large fields than anything else. […] it was all very well to talk of curtailing
the rights of the people and all that sort of thing, but had they not in that park the most
beautiful walks, and the most splendid views imaginable from it, of the cheshire and
welsh hills? if they wished to retain the park in its beauty and integrity they must have
some restrictions […] they must bear in mind that they had a population of 30,000
people, and that 30,000 people would do the walks but little harm, whereas they would
certainly injure the grass.28

councillor farish suggested that the new park was:
a mere pleasure ground, and not a park in the sense in which the word is applied to st
James’s and other large parks in london; it is a nice little place, whither invalids and
others can retire to see the beauties of nature.29

the town clerk tried to find a middle way, saying that the by-law should be:
liberally construed – persons who were orderly could apply to the park-keeper for
permission to go on the grass, and he would be the judge as to how far the liberty should
be extended. if the law was found to work badly they could rescind it.30

the debate was settled with a reference to
a gentleman sitting at the bottom of the table who understands this subject much better,
as is his profession to lay out such grounds, and he knows what ought and what ought not
to be done. with a beautiful small park and pleasure ground given to for the recreation
of the people, i think it should be preserved as neat and orderly a manner as possible.31
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it is tempting to think this was kemp, although it may have been reid: whichever, it seems
that the professional gentleman also opposed opening up the grass for public access.
following this argument, an opinion piece in The Chester Observer in april 1868 remarked:
what a select place the new park is. one would fancy it had been presented to the gentry
of chester and not to the people, for you scarcely ever see a working man put his foot
in it. […] i am told that people won’t be allowed to the grass, without they obtain the
license of the park keeper. if true this may account for the scanty number of people in the
park, and i should recommend the council to allow all parties alike the same privileges,
because to allow one to walk on the grass and the other [only] on footpath looks like
‘favouritism’ and the noble giver i am sure never thought of that when he presented the
park to the ‘people’ of chester.32

the park was well maintained horticulturally, not least because the marquess had
included a bequest of one hundred pounds per annum to pay for maintenance, which
included the salary of the park keeper who was the experienced reid. however, costs soon
outstripped the endowment. more importantly, there is clearly a disjuncture between the
idea of a ‘people’s park’ and a private-garden aesthetic, with the social ramifications the
latter implies.
in 1870, the sense that ‘the park was not at present so much a place of recreation
as a fancy garden’ crystallized in a further council debate on a motion seeking to enclose
the central parts of the open lawn to create areas for games and children’s play. it was
argued that:
at present it was only a place for adults [and …] it was very desirable that the children
should have their places to play in. it was all very well for invalids, and people who had
not the free use of their legs to walk up and down these walks, but children did not find
pleasure in that sort of thing, and surely if the park was to be the people’s park, some
provision ought to be made for the amusement of children.33

the motion was passed by the council and forwarded to the corporate estate committee
where it was promptly and firmly rejected. pleas for a playground continued in the press
as late as 1884, including a petition from the city magistrates in 1878, but to no avail,
especially after new housing had been developed adjacent to the site in grosvenor park.
the estate committee acknowledged that:
when they first got the park they intended to erect a gymnasium on the spot now proposed,
but since that time considerable property had been erected and if a gymnasium were now
established it would be an eye-sore and a detriment to the property put up there.34

in the event, the gymnasium appears never to have been equipped, the area later becoming
a works yard for the park.
in 1878, the question of access to the central lawn was answered in limited fashion
when the grosvenor park sub-committee allowed reid to spend eighteen pounds on
‘walks across the large grassed space on the west side of the park’, while authorization
for further ‘new walks and completion of walks for £75’ was recorded in the committee
minutes in 1889.35 the c.1873 ordnance survey had shown the park laid out almost
exactly as had been envisioned in kemp’s design (figure 11), but by the time of the 1898
os (figure 12), the open lawn in the centre of the park had been significantly subdivided
by new paths, which would probably have dismayed kemp more than the installation
of temporary hurdles. even so, judging by the ongoing grumbles in the local papers,
the by-law on keeping off the grass appears not to have been relaxed at least during the
nineteenth century.

edward kemp and grosvenor park , chester
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kemp’s experience at the much larger birkenhead park, where circuit routes
encompassed large meadow areas, together with his work on small private gardens,
had resulted in a design that soon prompted significant dissatisfaction in terms of its
management. the decision not to equip the gymnasium was not his, nor was the decision

figure 11. grosvenor park; detail from ordnance survey, cheshire XXXviii.11, 25 inches to
1 mile (surveyed c.1873, published c.1875)

figure 12. grosvenor park; detail from ordnance survey, cheshire XXXviii.11, 25 inches to
1 mile (revised 1898, published 1899)
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not to introduce temporary fencing to create access to the open lawn, but even so, his
plan, which embodied his principles of ‘beautiful balance’, and ‘breadth, harmony and
repose’, while uncontroversial in a private landscape was, perhaps unwittingly, a political
act. while not alone in failing to anticipate the challenges of public access to a new public
park, the council was more unusual in the persistence with which it rejected demands for
adaptation and the realization of kemp’s original design. accentuated by its relatively
small size, grosvenor park illustrates the tension between garden design and mass public
access, and in victorian chester we hear the hollowness of the rhetoric of ‘people’s parks’
and see the betrayal of ‘the poorest of the population’ by the park’s guardians.
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